
 

 

 

 

As the biggest French event the nationals gather all our best players and a lot of French and 

international players. Our aim is to promote yoyoing itself and all the structure that are contributing 

to the development of our passion. After the very first nationals in the year 2000, the number of 

contestants and players have grown and with it, the number of guests and international players. 

France has already welcomed many European players and we expect more of them this year.  

Around 50 yoyoers are expected and way more people in the public. 

The main event will take place the 1rst of September in the city of Rouen. We will be able to 

welcome players from 10am to 9pm for an entire day of shows, contests and party. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Contest 

 

To the casual 1A qualifications, finals, X-divisions and open, we usually add yoyo 

initiation workshops, battles and “yoyolympics”.  

“Yoyolympics” are made of a few original challenges involving most of the players of the event. 

Battles involve two players of two teams with one throw each. They can do whatever they want, the 

winner is then selected by the public.  

The event will take place during 2 days: Saturday is totally focused on the contest while Sunday will 

be a meeting animated by our association. Of course we always try to invite performers showing off 

other skill toys like spin top, diabolo, magic, dance and many others.  

We were able to organize the main event in a big mall of Rouen. This location is the key of this 

year’s contest success.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2011 podiums and guests 



 

 

 

 

The location 

 

The entire contest will be held at the Dock 76, biggest mall of Rouen. This 

new mall tries to organize a lot of different events for its visitors. The large 

variety of stores and activities gives them a large public that is going to be 

ours for a day. 

Our event will take place the entire day from 11am to 9pm. Music, stage, 

security, every single detail of the event will be handle by us, and this 

huge structure.  

They also gave us the chance to use their own mailing list and website to 

advertise the event to a large public. We also expect a national Tv 

channel (France3) to cover the event 

 

 

Sponsorship 

 

Because of the size of this year’s contest, we mainly need financial support to cover 

accommodations, advertising, equipments and accommodations for our international judges : Alfredo 

Macali (Spain) and David Molnar (Hungary). We encourage you to send us your sponsorship as a 

money offer. Of course, goodies, yoyos and others still are welcomed and recommended in order to 

advertise your brand.  

Our website (www.yoyos.fr) and the contest website (http://cdf-yoyo2012.info/) will feature all the 

latest news and informations including a sponsor page, regular updates and reminders. We also use 

facebook to ensure a better advertising of our sponsors directly to players. Your logo can also be 

featured in all advertising e-mails in sent by the mall. 

We will share about the event in most of international forums to give information to as many players 

as we can. Local advertising such as newspaper announcements and posters all around the city will 

also be prepared.  

If you send us beginner and plastic yoyos, we may use them as initiation yoyos with every visitors we 

will have.  

 

Every sponsor will be classified regarding the value of their gifts. This system aims to help us 

organizing the sponsors advertising during the nationals.  3 classes are available: 

 

-Gold : 500+ euros gift 

-Silver : 250 euros gift 

-Bronze :  100 euros 

 

 

 

 

http://www.yoyos.fr/
http://cdf-yoyo2012.info/


 

 

 

 

Those classes unlock various advantages. Company logos will be placed on our website, facebook, 

flyers, posters, on the stage back ground, on the mall’s website, e-mail advertising and in the videos 

related to the contest. The speaker will also talk about you and your products during the event.  

 

Depending on your class, your advantages will vary. Gold sponsors have biggest logos and will be 

highlighted in most of our important documents or videos. Please, find a figure in the next page with 

all the details about those classes’ advantages. 

 

You can unlock another class by being one off the official partners off the main events. This way, 

your company name will always be associated to the contest every time it is mentioned. You can be 

the partner of 5 different contests: 

-1A  

- Open 

- Xdivision 

- Yoyolympics 

- Battles 

Only one sponsor per contest will be selected. To be a partner, you have to be a least a gold sponsor 

and to provide prizes for the podium plus some goodies.  

 

Deadline  

 

In order to give us some time to prepare it, we would like to receive packages before the 15
th

 of 

august. Of course, the sooner you confirm us your sponsorship by e-mail, the better we will be able to 

advertise your company.  

 

Contact 

 

Feel free to add any comments about the way you want your gifts to be distributed during the contest. 

If you have any question about the contest or if you want to give equipment, please contact 

Alexandre “Xela” Valin. Please, if you send a package, we ask you to send it as a Gift to limit the 

taxes we will have to pay for.   

 

Thank you very much for your kind support. 

The France YoYo Association staff. 

 

Alexandre Valin 

6 impasses de l'alouette 

76160 Darnetal 

franceyoyoassociation@gmail.com 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Advantages and classes 

 

Advantage Bronze Silver Gold 

Stage and contest    

Normal sized logo on side of stage X   

Normal sized logo more centered  X  

2.0 sized  most centered logo    X 

Regular mentioning by the speaker  X X 

Logo on the schedule sheets  X X 

Logo on the results sheets   X 

Advertising    

Logo on Flyers and posters X   

Big logo on Flyers and posters  X X 

Logo on the official sponsor page X X X 

Logo on facebook and website of the event X X X 

Logo on association’s website main page X X X 

Logo in the mall’s official mails  X X 

Logo on the mall’s website FrontPage   X 

Logo on judges t-shirts  X X 

Advertising in the French yoyo forum X X X 

Videos    

Logo in all contest’s video credits X X X 

Logo in all freestyle’s video credits X X X 

Logo in all contest’s video title   X 

Logo in all freestyle’s video title   X 

Extras    

Official 1A partner    2 only   

+3prizes and goodies 

Official yoyolympics partner   1 Only 

+3prizes and goodies 

Official Battles partner   1 Only  

+3prizes and goodies 

Official X-division partner   1 Only  

+3prizes and goodies 

Official Open partner   1 Only  

+3prizes and goodies 

Use of your own yoyo for initiations  Send  

beginner  

yoyos 

Send beginner yoyo 

 


